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The collection begins with Jim Forest's intro‐
duction and with Robert Krieg's overview of the
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his letters from his imprisonment (March-August,

cluding the threat of social ostracism when choos‐

1943). Throughout the correspondence, the cou‐
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The situation changes dramatically for the
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notebooks at home, which helped him to decide to
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refuse to fight for the Reich. Arriving at the Enns'
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induction center on March 1, 1943, Franz had to
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return the next day due to a long line of men
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ahead of him. On March 2, 1943 Franz declared

wrote briefly to Franziska's father, who often

himself unwilling to fight for National Socialism,

came to help at the Jaegerstaetter's farm. At other

and, as he had anticipated, he was immediately

times, Franz begins to allude to his trouble in ac‐

arrested. Chapter 4 contains the correspondence

cepting the membership requirements of the

between Franz and Franziska (although there was

"Volk community." As his military training pro‐

censorship of the mail) while Franz was in the

gresses, Franz begins to express more of his frus‐

prison in Linz. At this point of Franz's incarcera‐

tration with what he refers to as "the stream," that

tion, he still remained hopeful that he would be

is, National Socialism. He constantly uses this

able to live, writing, "I want to save my life but

metaphor of struggling against "the stream's"

not through lies" (p. 82). Indeed Franz writes to

strong current, and he expresses dismay at the fu‐

his wife that he would be willing to serve as a mil‐

tility of much of what the training has entailed.

itary medic, as that would not contradict his

Although all of these letters offer compelling

Christian conscience (p. 86). Ultimately, Franz de‐

reading regarding the state of mind of Franz and

cides that he cannot serve in any capacity in the

Franziska, they also offer historians insight into

military because he would be required to take the

the everyday life of Catholic farming communities

military oath of unconditional obedience to the

under National Socialism. In them we see how

Führer. What also emerges in this section is Franz

various local priests were denounced, arrested,

working through his position, struggling with

and imprisoned for speaking openly against the

commands to obey earthly authority while serv‐

policies of the Third Reich. We run across Franz

ing the will of God. He resolves that it is far better

mentioning a mental institution in Ybb, and he al‐

to obey God than men. Jaegerstaetter determined

ludes to the murderous "euthanasia project" of

that his eternal salvation was more important to

the Nazis. In some of Franziska's letters from

him than his physical well-being, or even life. At

home, we can see how children were not allowed

the moment of his transfer to Berlin's Tegel

to attend mass on school days, how feast days had

Prison, he quickly writes to Franziska, "Concern‐

to be moved so Catholics could attend mass, how

ing my decision, I can tell you that I have come to

local politics played a role in who received leaves

no different decision as a result of the process

of absence, and who got to run an inn and whose

that has played itself out. I am resolved to act no

inn was shut down due to "political unreliability."

differently" (p. 108).

Throughout this entire period, Franziska experi‐

Arriving in Berlin on May 4, 1943, Franz was

ences pressure to participate in the local Nazi or‐

immediately incarcerated in the Tegel prison

ganizations, such as the Women's Association, in‐

where he awaited his trial and sentence. At this
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point, Franz was only permitted to write one let‐

the period between his military training and his

ter per month to his wife, but Franziska was al‐

imprisonment. Each of the essays describes

lowed to send at least twelve letters to her hus‐

Franz's thoughts on various aspects of Christian

band. She was also able to visit him for twenty

life, ranging from "On Faith" to "On our Fear of

minutes on July 13. In Franz's letters, he constant‐

Other People" to "A Brief Reflection on the Current

ly offers his wife consolation, telling her that he is

Era." He addressed all of the essays to his family.

eating well, and is not physically suffering. He

They reveal Franz's deep concern to preserve his

nonetheless exhorts her to continue to pray for

integrity despite pressure from many sides to su‐

him. Franziska sends him prayers, Communion

perficially accept the Nazi regime. He refused,

petitions, and updates on village and farm activi‐

stating, "What a terror it would be for us if we

ties. At one point, she is even able to send him a

were sentenced by an earthly judge to life in

photograph of their lovely young daughters,

prison. Yet it would be an even greater terror if

which surely broke his heart. No less emotionally

we were sentenced by the eternal Judge to eternal

daunting for Franz would be the surprise visit of

damnation" (p. 158). The final essay in this note‐

Franziska and Pastor Fürthauer on July 13, 1943.

book again directly references the dangers of

Franz's defense attorney had arranged the meet‐

swimming along with seemingly everyone else in

ing, urging Franziska and the priest to convince

"the stream," and the dangers to one's eternal

Franz to sign a statement that he would be willing

soul.

to serve in the military. The twenty-minute meet‐

Notebook 2, written in 1942, addresses the de‐

ing did not go smoothly. Franz became agitated

mands of National Socialism, opening with the

with the priest, and in the days leading up to

important question: "Can someone be both a

Franz's execution, he wrote his last letters to

Catholic and a National Socialist?" (p. 173), to

Franziska, asking her, "Do you believe that all

which Jaegerstaetter answers no. Catholics need

would go well for me if I were to lie in order to

to pull themselves "out of this swamp in which we

prolong my life?" (p. 128).

are stuck and to become eternally blessed" (p.

Franz, his hands in chains, wrote, "Do not be

176). He argues that suffering and martyrdom are

overly concerned about earthly things. The Lord

part of working for Christ and one way to earn a

indeed knows what we need.... In the next life we

place in Heaven. In subsequent essays, Franz ex‐

need suffer no longer. And the greater the suffer‐

plains that it will take true courage to be able to

ing here, the greater the joy there" (p. 128). This

separate oneself from the "anti-Christian Volk

letter was mailed the morning of August 9, the

community" (p. 178), but the promise of eternal

day that Franz was transferred to the prison at

salvation far outweighs any earthly suffering one

Brandenburg. There he wrote a final letter to his

might endure. He also argues that an acceptance

family, asking them for their forgiveness if he had

of Nazism based on its fight against atheistic Bol‐

offended them. At 4 p.m., August 9, 1943, Franz

shevism does not justify the taking of lives and

was

Albert

property of Russian people (p. 183). He criticizes

Jochmann, reported that Franz went to his death

the lack of guidance and instruction from Catholic

peacefully.

Church leaders: "Finding the right path is espe‐

guillotined.

The

priest,

Pastor

cially difficult when those who know about this

Part 2 of the collection shows the evolution of

path refuse to answer questions or give false in‐

Franz's religious and political thought. There are

formation" (p.187). He then writes that Pope Pius

two poems he wrote in 1932, and then a longer

XI warned that National Socialism was, in fact,

letter that he had written to his godson in 1935.

more dangerous than communism (p. 190).

The first of the notebooks was written by Franz in
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Chapters 9 through 12 contain separate essays

brought him an earthly death, was worth eternal

and shorter notebooks, in which Franz continues

life.

his exploration of his faith and his understanding

Note

of the world and its demands. Throughout these

[1]. Gordon Charles Zahn, In Solitary Witness:

writings, Franz argues that people must move be‐

The Life and Death of Franz Jaegerstaetter, re‐

yond being Catholic in words but not in action. He

vised ed. (Spingfield, IL: Tempelgate,1986).

refuses to judge National Socialists or people who
claim to be Nazis, but he states that he does judge
National Socialism as an evil ideology that endan‐
gers people's souls. He asks, "Is death so horrible
for us Catholics that we must gladly do everything
so that we can lengthen our lives? Must we expe‐
rience all of life's enjoyments? Would we find
much in this world to be difficult if we were to
keep in mind the eternal joy of Heaven?" (p. 203).
Throughout his final writings, Franz insists that
Catholics take action in order to save themselves:
"Who fares better in this world: the person who
places earthly life before eternal life or the person
who puts eternal life before earthly life?… For in‐
stead of being concerned about saving me from
serious sins and directing me toward eternal life,
these people are concerned about rescuing me
from an earthly death" (p. 243). What Franz
Jaegerstaetter concluded was startingly simple:
"People want to observe Christians who have tak‐
en a stand in the contemporary world, Christians
who live amid all of the darkness with clarity, in‐
sight, and conviction" (p. 211). He decided to live
and to die with that clarity and conviction.
This deeply moving book is more than a col‐
lection of letters and essays by an uncompromis‐
ing individual. It poses universal questions about
the moral and physical consequences of the deci‐
sions that people make every day--questions
about obedience to different institutions and indi‐
viduals, and whether one should accept the cost
of remaining quiet and going along with situa‐
tions that give us ethical misgivings. Readers will
be challenged and even inspired by the clearsightedness of one obscure, straight-talking Aus‐
trian farmer, who decided that his "No," even if it
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